
YOUR AI STRATEGY

Data Sources we work with include
Make data your most valuable asset

external data such as weather 
data, satellite data, public social 
media data, news data, media data 

customer purchase data

customer warranty behavior

structured reports on purchase 
orders

data shared by suppliers

customer comments, feedback & 
questions (e-mail, twitter, web speech) advertisement data 

and their success metrics

historical data on workloads

past customer issues

any other source of text, 
tabular (excel), image, video, 
speech data
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FIND USE CASES 
& DO PILOTS
We identify use-cases 
and develop digital 

strategy. We identify opportu-
nities for your business. We 
prioritize the opportunities by 
impact and lay out clear exe-
cution plans.

We support you in 
formulating your AI

prototypes fast using our  
AISuiteTM. Our metric is clearly 
added business value.

FULL SCALE AI
& DEPLOYMENT
Leveraging our field- 
tested state-of-the-art

  we develop the optimal algo-
rithms for your use-case. We 
develop an integration plan and 
put your AI solution to work.

How can Artificial Intelli-
gence be of use for Retail? 
Turn page!

Our Partners

Make Artificial Intelligence part of your company’s DNA

Our offering

<< Accelerate existing 
processes, 

saving costs >>

<< Identify new markets 
and products, 

increasing revenue >>

<< Increase precision on 
claim / risk evaluation, 
increasing margins >>

product price tags & invoices

supplier conversations (e-mail, speech)

loyalty programme and CRM data

change in price & quality from 
suppliers

images of products and 
their success metrics

Our Data Safety policies adhere to 
strongest encryption schemes, 
ISO 27001 and GDPR



Text analytics
& Natural Language
Processing 

Pattern & Anomaly
Detection with 
Machine Learning 

Recommendation 
Engine with
Machine Learning

Speech recognition 
with Deep 
Neural Networks 

Image & Video 
Analysis  with 
Deep Learning

Natural Language
Generation with 
Deep Neural Networks

our mission

Product 
Development

Marketing & 
Sales

Supply Chain 
Management

Customer 
Servicing

Customer
Understanding

Financial 
Assets

Operations
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What you can improve with that data

To set up a business meeting 
and get started send us an 
e-mail
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<< Accelerate existing 
processes, 
saving costs >>

<< Identify segments 
and personalize, 
increasing revenue >>

<< Increase precision on 
prices, 
increasing margins >>

With our projects, we directly address 7 out of the 17 UN Sus-
tainable Development Goals. Our mission is to make the 
world more efficient and develop technology for the good of 
mankind.

Recommend the customer solutions 
which resolved issues for other 
customers

Personalize loyaltly program, with  
rewards, offers, and messaging

Suggest similar products and catego-
ries to customers based on text, 
image, location, recent items and 
past buying, behavioral data and 
face-type, skin-tone

Identify customer painpoints 
and impact of claims & detect 
opportunities for new products  
and segments

Derive success patterns for 
customer loyalty programs & 
conversation based on past 
data

Automatically detect attractive 
cross-sell offers & price optimi-
zation

Tag products through image recongi-
tioin to recommend customers who 
are looking for a certain type of prod-
uct and predict what they would pay

Generate marketing messages to 
improve targeted marketing

Analyse past data and web for brand 
reputation and understand sentiment 
of marketing campaigns

Automate redundant processes by 
generating templated customer 
e-mails & documents to 

Recommend suitable candi-
dates for hiring

Classify and cluster store returns, 
receipts, loyalty cards & documents 
into spend-categories

Check and predict 
lifetime-quality of products

Automatically send templated e-mail 
to procurement officer before supply 
runs short 

Document  and ID verification

Forecasted demand and pricing 
to eliminate over-and 
out-of-stocks

Experiment more 
programmes with faster pilots

Detecting which customers 
are going to leave before they 
actually leave


